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Abstract. Side-channel power analysis is a powerful method of breaking secure cryptographic algorithms, but typically power analysis is considered to require specialized
measurement equipment on or near the device. Assuming an attacker first gained the
ability to run code on the unsecure side of a device, they could trigger encryptions
and use the on-board ADC to capture power traces of that hardware encryption
engine.
This is demonstrated on a SAML11 which contains a M23 core with a TrustZone-M
implementation as the hardware security barrier. This attack requires 160 × 106
traces, or approximately 5 GByte of data. This attack does not use any external
measurement equipment, entirely performing the power analysis using the ADC
on-board the microcontroller under attack. The attack is demonstrated to work both
from the non-secure and secure environment on the chip, being a demonstration of a
cross-domain power analysis attack.
To understand the effect of noise and sample rate reduction, an attack is mounted on
the SAML11 hardware AES peripheral using classic external equipment, and results
are compared for various sample rates and hardware setups. A discussion on how
users of this device can help prevent such remote attacks is also presented, along with
metrics that can be used in evaluating other devices. Complete copies of all recorded
power traces and scripts used by the authors are publicly presented.
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Introduction

One popular method of preventing security attacks on embedded devices is to have a
Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), where only well-validated code executes, and
only code in the TEE is allowed to access sensitive resources such as encryption keys or
cryptographic accelerators. There are many implementations of this idea – automotive
devices typically include a Hardware Security Module (HSM) based on EVITA specification,
consumer devices may have a proprietary secure enclaves (such as Apple secure enclave), and
implementations of microprocessor vendors such as Arm include general implementations
such as Cortex-A TrustZone.
TrustZone for Cortex-M (Armv8-M) contains a variant of TrustZone targetting resourceconstrained applications, such as IoT. TrustZone for Cortex-M is unique as it targets
the Cortex-M devices, which are currently found in a variety of applications due to a
reasonable spread of devices covering low to medium performance with low to medium
power consumption and cost. These devices are found extensively in consumer IoT
products, but also industrial and automotive products which have similar requirements.
While TrustZone-M does not specify cryptographic accelerator requirements, devices in
the market implementing TrustZone-M are at minimum including symmetric encryption as

